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ABSTRACT
Although originally discovered as a radio-quiet gamma-ray pulsar, J1732−3131 has
exhibited intriguing detections at decameter wavelengths. We report an extensive
follow-up of the pulsar at 327MHz with the Ooty radio telescope. Using the pre-
viously observed radio characteristics, and with an effective integration time of 60 hrs,
we present a detection of the pulsar at a confidence level of 99.82%. The 327MHz mean
flux density is estimated to be 0.5−0.8mJy, which establishes the pulsar to be a steep
spectrum source and one of the least luminous pulsars known to date. We also phase-
aligned the radio and gamma-ray profiles of the pulsar, and measured the phase-offset
between the main peaks in the two profiles to be 0.24±0.06. We discuss the observed
phase-offset in the context of various trends exhibited by the radio-loud gamma-ray
pulsar population, and suggest that the gamma-ray emission from J1732−3131 is best
explained by outer magnetosphere models. Details of our analysis leading to the pulsar
detection, and measurements of various parameters and their implications relevant to
the pulsar’s emission mechanism are presented.
Key words: stars: neutron – pulsars: general – pulsars: individual: J1732−3131 –
ISM: general – gamma-rays: stars – radio continuum: general
1 INTRODUCTION
The number of gamma-ray pulsars detected by the large
area telescope (LAT) on-board Fermi satellite has gone much
beyond the most optimistic guesses published prior to its
launch. This revolution in the population of gamma-ray pul-
sars is also well reflected by a very significant increase in the
number of radio-quiet gamma-ray pulsars (35 so far; Caraveo
2014). Given the statistically significant numbers of radio-
quiet and radio-loud pulsars and their sensitive follow-ups
at radio-frequencies, models predicting the gamma-ray emis-
sion regions in the outer magnetosphere are favored against
those supporting the emission sites to be near the polar cap.
J1732−3131 is one of the LAT-discovered pulsars, with
a rotation period of about 196 ms (see Table 1 for some other
parameters of the pulsar). The early radio searches for its
counterpart at high radio frequency (1374MHz; Ray et al.
2011) turned out to be unsuccessful. However, searches at
decameter wavelengths resulted in an intriguing detection of
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a faint signal at the expected period of the pulsar at a disper-
sion measure (DM) of 15.44±0.32 pc cm−3(Maan et al. 2012,
hereafter Paper I). The pulsar was detected in only one of
the several observing sessions, indicating the sporadic nature
of the radio emission. Detection of several mildly bright sin-
gle pulses in the same observing session, at a DM consistent
with that of the periodic signal, further substantiated the
findings and suggested the pulsar to be active at radio fre-
quencies (Paper I). Subsequent deep search at 34MHz also
resulted in evidences of very faint periodic signal from the
pulsar, and provided more robust estimate of the flux den-
sity (Maan & Aswathappa 2014, hereafter Paper II).
A likely explanation for the apparent lack of radio emis-
sion from the radio-quiet pulsars is that their narrow radio
beams miss the sightline towards Earth (Brazier & Johnston
1999; Watters & Romani 2011). Since the radio emission
beam is expected to become larger at low frequencies
(radius-to-frequency mapping; Cordes 1978), probability of
our line-of-sight passing through the beam also increases. If
the above detections of J1732−3131 at very low frequencies
were indeed due to this fact, the pulsar can be expected to be
a steep spectrum source. Detections at 34 MHz, when com-
c© 2017 The Authors
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Table 1. Measured and derived parameters of PSR J1732-3131 (from Ray et al. 2011; Paper I; Paper II, and this work).
Right Ascension, R.A.(J2000) 17:32:33.54 Dispersion Measure, DM(pc/cc) 15.44 ± 0.32
Declination, Dec. (J2000) -31:31:23.0 Distance (kpc) 0.60± 0.15
Pulse Frequency, ν (s−1) 5.08794112 Flux density at 327MHz (mJy) 0.5−0.8
Frequency first derivative, ν˙ (s−2) -7.2609×10−13 Spectral index −3.0 to −2.4
Epoch of frequency (MJD) 54933.00 pseudo-luminosity at 1400MHz (µJy kpc2) 2.2−8.9
bined with non-detections at high radio frequencies, imply
the spectral index to be steeper than −2.3. Deep observa-
tions of the pulsar at frequencies above 100 MHz could pro-
vide a reasonable estimate of the spectral index, and might
even shed some light on its viewing geometry.
Since sky position of J1732−3131 is close to the cen-
tre of the Galaxy, the earlier high frequency radio searches
would have suffered a loss in sensitivity due to the enhanced
system temperature (Tsys). The upper limit on 1374 MHz
flux density of the pulsar is 59 µJy (Ray et al. 2011). For
comparison, the L-band flux densities of the LAT-discovered
pulsars J0106+4855 and J1907+0602 are only 8 and 3 µJy,
respectively (Pletsch et al. 2012; Abdo et al. 2010). Hence,
flux density of J1732−3131 at higher radio frequencies might
still be well within the range of already detected pulsars, and
a deep integration could compensate for the high Tsys and
help in detection.
Significant variability in the radio flux density of pul-
sars, at a range of timescales (from a single rotation period to
several hundreds of seconds, or even larger), is well known. In
the absence of a good understanding of possible radio emis-
sion from the radio-quiet gamma-ray pulsars, their extensive
radio follow-ups might also be revealing. Recent detections
of several energetic radio bursts from the Geminga pulsar
(Maan 2015) demonstrates the possible rewards of an ex-
tensive follow-up. The first radio detection of J1732−3131
(Paper I) suggested the presence of occasional bursty emis-
sion from the pulsar. This provides a strong motivation for
a dedicated follow-up.
With the motivations stated above, we conducted deep
observations of J1732−3131 using the Ooty radio telescope
(ORT). Details of these observations and data processing
are given in Section 2, followed by a detailed discussion on
the results in Section 3. A summary of our findings is given
in Section 4.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
2.1 Observations and pre-search processing
Observations were conducted using the ORT situated in
southern India (Swarup et al. 1971). The telescope is equa-
torially mounted, and has an offset parabolic cylindrical re-
flector with dimensions of 530m and 30m in north-south
and east-west directions, respectively. With the mechanical
steering in the east-west direction, sources can be tracked
continuously for approximately 9 hours. In the north-south
direction, the telescope beam is steered electronically to
point at different declinations (DEC).
Extensive observations of J1732−3131 were carried out
in March 2014 and April 2015. In March 2014, the source was
observed for a total of 70.5 hours, distributed over 36 ses-
sions. Typically, 2 observing sessions were conducted on ev-
ery day. In April 2015, 37 observing sessions were conducted,
amounting to a total of 54.5 hours of observing time. Each
observing session was accompanied by a few minutes obser-
vation of a nearby strong pulsar, B1749−28, which was used
as a control source. During each of the individual observing
sessions, data were recorded in filterbank format, with 1024
channels across 16MHz bandwidth centered at 326.5MHz,
with a time resolution of 0.512ms, using the new pulsar re-
ceiver (Naidu et al. 2015). For simplicity, we refer the centre
frequency as 327MHz in the rest of the paper.
The filterbank data were used to identify the parts of
data contaminated by radio frequency interference (RFI).
The identification procedure involves computation of ro-
bust mean and standard deviation, and comparing the data
with a specified threshold separately in the time and fre-
quency domains. More details of this procedure can be found
in Maan (2015) and Paper II. The RFI-contaminated time
samples as well as spectral channels are excluded from any
further processing.
2.2 Search procedures
The data were searched for transient as well as periodic sig-
nals from the pulsar. Briefly, the search for transient signals
involves dedispersing the filterbank data for a number of
optimally spaced trial DMs within the range 0−50 pc cm−3,
computing smoothed versions of each of the dedispersed
timeseries for a number of trial pulse-widths, and searching
for events above a specified threshold.
The filterbank data from individual sessions were
searched for any dispersed signal at the expected rotation
period of J1732−3131. Since the rotation ephemeris is known
from timing of the gamma-ray data, periodic radio flux from
the pulsar can be probed deeply by combining data from
multiple sessions. Deep search for periodic emission from
the pulsar involves folding the individual session filterbank
data over the rotation period, adding the folded filterbank
data from all the sessions in phase, and searching for a dis-
persed signal. Detailed descriptions of our single pulse as
well as periodicity searches can be found in Paper II and
Maan (2014).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our searches for bright dispersed pulses and periodic sig-
nal using data from individual observing sessions did not
result in any significant detection above a signal-to-noise ra-
tio (S/N) threshold of 8σ. More details of the deep searches
using data from March 2014 and April 2015 are discussed
below separately.
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Figure 1. Individual rows in the colour image show phase-aligned 327MHz average profiles of J1732−3131 obtained from different
sessions (arranged in ascending order of observing epoch). The upper panel displays the net average profile (solid line) and the average
profile from the earlier detection at 34MHz (dotted line; see Paper I), for ready comparison. The intensity range of the 34MHz profile
is normalized to that of the 327MHz profile. The 327MHz intensity is plotted in units of Tsys, which is estimated to be 760K towards
the pulsar (see Section 3.4). All the individual profiles are smoothed by a 30◦ (∼ 0.08 in normalized pulse-phase) wide window. For the
sessions corresponding to different rows in the image panel, the right panel shows the epochs of observation and the effective integration
time (earliest epoch corresponds to first observing session).
3.1 Deep search using March 2014 data
Out of the 36 observing sessions conducted in 2014, 2 ses-
sions were unusable due to severe contamination from RFI.
In 4 other sessions, although typically less than 1% of the
samples were identified as RFI-contaminated, data showed
indications of faint RFI and abrupt jumps in power levels.
To minimize effects of such systematics on the search sensi-
tivity, data from all the above mentioned sessions were ex-
cluded from any further processing. To carry out deep search
for a dispersed signal using data from the remaining 30 ses-
sions, we used an up-to-date timing model of J1732−3131
obtained from the gamma-ray data (Kerr et al. 2015), to
predict the pulsar’s rotation period and phase at different
observing epochs using the pulsar timing software Tempo21.
The deep search did not result in any significant signal above
our detection threshold of 8σ.
To probe a possible underlying periodic signal fainter
than our detection threshold, we dedispersed the data using
1 For more information about Tempo2, please refer to the web-
site: http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/tempo2/.
a DM of 15.5 pc cm−3 and computed average profiles for in-
dividual sessions2. To compute the net average profile, the
individual profiles were weighted and added coherently in
the pulsar’s rotation phase. The weights for individual pro-
files were chosen to be directly proportional to the product
of effective bandwidth and integration time, i.e., inversely
proportional to the expected variance in the average profile.
The 327MHz net average profile integrated over an effec-
tive duration of 60 hours is shown in Figure 1 along with
the average profiles from individual observing sessions. The
net average profile exhibits a peak-to-peak S/N of nearly 6.
For comparison, average profile of the pulsar at 34MHz is
overlaid on the net average profile in the upper panel. The
two profiles are manually aligned, since the uncertainty in
DM is not adequate enough to phase-align the profiles at
such widely separated frequencies. A striking resemblance
2 The original detection of the pulsar suggested the DM to be
15.44±0.32 pc cm−3 (Paper I). Our chosen value of 15.5 pc cm−3
is consistent with this, and choosing the DM to be 15.44 pc cm−3
would not have changed any of the results presented here — nei-
ther qualitatively nor quantitatively.
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Figure 2. The color image shows dedispersed, period-folded and
multi-epoch averaged 32-channel spectrogram of J1732−3131.
The left and the bottom panels show the average spectrum and
the net average profile, respectively, plotted in units of Tsys. As
in Figure 1, all the profiles are smoothed by a 30◦ wide window.
Figure 3. Each column in the colour-image shows the distribu-
tion function of normalized cross-correlation coefficient between
partial average profiles corresponding to the integration time on
horizontal axis and the net average profile. Peaks of all the distri-
bution functions are normalized to 1. The ‘open circles’ connected
by the continuous black line show the median correlation coeffi-
cient for each of the trial integration time. The errorbars on either
side of the median correspond to the standard deviation measured
from the distribution function.
between the two profiles is clearly evident. Figure 2 shows
the dedispersed and averaged spectrogram of all the data
presented in Figure 1, and demonstrates that the faint peri-
odic signal is uniformly present across the observing band-
width.
3.1.1 Shape of the net average profile: a faint underlying
signal or artifacts ?
Before we quantify the similarity between the average pro-
files at 327 and 34MHz, it is important to assess whether
the average profile shape has uniform contribution from all
the sessions or dominated by artifacts in a single or a few
individual profiles. A conventional way to test this is to ex-
amine the significance (e.g., peak S/N or reduced chi-square)
of the average profile as data from successive sessions are in-
tegrated. Given the low S/N of the net average profile, we
have used a bootstrap method to probe whether just a few
sessions are affecting the average profile shape. For this pur-
pose, we examine a correlation-based figure-of-merit (FoM)
as a function of the integration time. Since the integration
time for each of the individual average profiles is 2 hours, we
have chosen the step between consecutive trial integration
times in our bootstrap method also to be 2 hours. For each
of the trial integration time, we randomly choose a sample
of appropriate number of individual profiles, compute a par-
tial average profile using this sample, and measure its cross-
correlation coefficient with the net average profile as a FoM.
Each bootstrap sample corresponding to a trial integration
time consists of choosing 104 non-redundant sample com-
binations of sessions using a reservoir sampling algorithm
(Jeffrey 1985), and computing the FoM for each of the com-
binations. This approach allows us to obtain a distribution
of figures of merit for each of the trial integration time, with
the median of the distribution assigned as the average FoM.
For trial integration times involving less than 4 or more than
26 sessions, all the possible combinations of individual pro-
files are used to compute the FoM distribution.
The average FoM estimated from the above bootstrap-
ping is shown in Figure 3 as a function of integration time,
along with the colour-coded maps of corresponding distri-
butions (histograms) with their peaks normalized to 1. The
uniform distributions and smooth monotonic increase in the
average FoM with the integration time is clearly evident,
and strongly suggests that the shape of the net average
profile shown in Figure 1 represents a faint signal consis-
tently present in individual profiles obtained from different
sessions.
To demonstrate how presence of artifacts in a few indi-
vidual profiles would have reflected in the above analysis, we
simulated 30 normally distributed noise profiles. The root-
mean-square (rms) of the noise in these profiles was kept
same as that of the observed profiles. Then a predecided
number of profiles were modified in such a way that the av-
erage of all 30 profiles becomes similar to the net average
profile in Figure 1. For this purpose, intensity of a scaled-
version of the net average profile was randomly distributed
between the selected profiles. The profiles to be modified
were themselves chosen randomly. Figure 4 shows results of
the bootstrapping analysis for three different cases when 2,
4 and 8 profiles were modified as mentioned above. The first
two cases, i.e., when just 2 and 4 profiles are responsible for
the average profile shape, result in glaringly different profile
significance distributions. The third case starts approaching
the uniform distributions and smooth increase in the average
FoM for real data shown in Figure 3. However, minor differ-
ences are still noticeable, e.g., the average FoM rises much
more sharply till integration times of about 20 hours. The
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2017)
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Figure 4. Same as in Figure 3 but now for simulated data (see text). The left, centre and right panels show results when randomly
chosen 2, 4 and 8 of the 30 simulated profiles were modified to obtain the net average profile shape similar to that in upper panel of
Figure 1.
Figure 5. The continuous and dashed lines show the peak S/N
and the peak-to-peak S/N of the net average profile as a function
of trial DM.
results become nearly indistinguishable from Figure 3 when
16 profiles are modified (not shown but assessed separately).
Hence, the shape of the net average profile is contributed by
a significant number of sessions, perhaps all, and certainly
not only by just a few.
3.1.2 The net average profile: association with the pulsar
The 327 and 34MHz profiles shown in the upper panel of
Figure 1 exhibit striking resemblance, and both are consis-
tent with each other within the noise uncertainties. As a
quantitative measure of the similarity, the normalized cross-
correlation coefficient between the two profiles is estimated
to be 0.72.
To estimate the chance probability of obtaining a net
average profile with the observed peak-to-peak S/N of nearly
6 and exhibiting striking similarity with the 34MHz profile,
we performed Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Each individ-
ual realization in our MC simulation involves generating 30
random (normal distribution) noise profiles, computing an
average noise profile from these, and cross-correlating the
average profile with the 34MHz profile. To be compatible
with the profiles shown in Figure 1, each of the random noise
profiles is also smoothed with a 30◦ (∼ 0.08 in normalized
pulse-phase) wide window. The resultant average noise pro-
file is cross-correlated with the 34MHz profile at all possible
phase-shifts to determine the maximum normalized corre-
lation coefficient. The maximum correlation coefficient and
the peak-to-peak S/N of the average noise profile are noted
down. From simulations of 1 million (106) such independent
realizations, only 0.18% times the average noise profile was
found to be having peak-to-peak S/N more than 5.5 as well
as the maximum correlation coefficient ≥ 0.72. Hence, the
probability of obtaining the 327MHz profile with its mea-
sured significance and similarity to the 34MHz profile just
by chance is only 0.0018. In other words, the 327MHz profile
is consistent with being originated from the same source as
the 34MHz profile at a confidence level of 99.82%.
The confidence gained from the above MC simulations
also motivates to explore the profile significance as a function
of DM. Variation in the profile significance in terms of the
peak S/N as well as peak-to-peak S/N with DM, obtained
from our deep search methodology mentioned earlier, are
shown in Figure 5. The profiles corresponding to the indi-
vidual trial DMs were smoothed by a 30◦ wide window before
computing the significance. Although the significance is low,
peak S/N as well as peak-to-peak S/N are suggestive of a
nominal DM of 16± 7 pc cm−3 which is consistent with DM
estimated from the original detection, and provides an inde-
pendent support for the low-significance net average profile
to be originated from the pulsar.
3.2 Deep search using April 2015 data
Compared to the 2014 observations, data from the observing
sessions conducted in 2015 showed overall more occurrences
of RFIs. Strong RFIs and visible system artifacts made data
from 8 observing sessions unusable, while those from 3 other
sessions showed hints of low-level RFIs, and hence excluded
from further processing. Deep search for the periodic signal
from the pulsar using data from the remaining 26 sessions,
amounting to a total of about 39 hours of integration time,
did not result in any significant candidate above our detec-
tion threshold of 8σ.
Following the procedure detailed in Section 3.1, we used
the data from above 26 sessions to compute the net aver-
age profile dedispersed at 15.5 pc cm−3. Note that the in-
tegration time for this profile is about 39 hours, as against
60 hours for the profile shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, sen-
sitivity of the telescope during these observations was lower3
by a factor of 1.2−1.3, compared to that during the 2014
3 A set of bright sources are regularly observed to monitor the
sensitivity of the telescope. The factor mentioned in the main text
is assessed using these observations.
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observations. Due to these factors, the peak-to-peak S/N of
the average profile obtained from 2015 observations barely
reaches 3.5−4. The average profiles can also be added in-
phase to those from 2014 observations to achieve effectively
a larger integration time. However, due to poorer sensitiv-
ity of the telescope during these observations, the effective
increase in the integration time will be about 23–27 hours,
which translates to only about 1σ increase in the profile
significance. Even this feeble enhancement is subjective to
quality of the data being added, such as being free from any
underlying faint RFIs. The 2015 data are found to be of
overall poorer quality than the 2014 data. In any case, com-
bining the observations from the two years did not improve
the 2014 average profile by any significant amount.
3.3 Search for continuum emission
Given the large pulse duty cycle, and possible emission at
all pulse phases, the pulsar might be better suited to be
detected as a source of continuous emission using interfero-
metric observations. With this motivation, we used GMRT
archival data at 330MHz, from nearly 4 hours long obser-
vations conducted in March 2004 (proposal code: 05SBA01)
towards a nearby source G355.5+00. The rms noise obtained
at the centre of the field is 0.6mJy/beam. However, the
pulsar is 61′ away from the pointing centre, and the pri-
mary beam corrected rms noise at the location of the pulsar
is about 3.4mJy/beam. No source could be seen within 5′
of the position of the pulsar (17h32m33.54s, −31d31′23′′;
J2000). Therefore, we put a 3σ continuous emission upper
limit of 10mJy from the pulsar.
3.4 Flux density and spectral index estimates
To estimate the sky background temperature towards the
pulsar, we used a low frequency sky map generating pro-
gram, LFmap,4 to construct a sky map at 326.5MHz.
LFmap scales the 408 MHz all-sky map of Haslam et al.
(1982) to the desired low frequency, taking into account
the CMB, isotropic emission from unresolved extra-galactic
sources, and the anisotropic Galactic emission. By comput-
ing a weighted average of the 326.5MHz map at several
points across the beam, using the following theoretical beam-
gain pattern:
P (RA,DEC) = sinc2
(
b sin (RA)
λ
)
× sinc2
(
a sin (DEC)
λ
)
,
where a = cos (DEC) × 530m, b = 30m and λ = 0.92 m,
the sky background temperature towards the pulsar is es-
timated to be 610K. Assuming an effective bandwidth of
13.6MHz (85% of the total bandwidth), 50% pulse duty cy-
cle, receiver temperature of 150K, and an effective collecting
area of 7500m2 (55% of physical area projected towards the
pulsar), we estimate the pulsar’s average flux density to be
in the range 0.5−0.8mJy (for profile-S/N to be in the range
3−5 achieved from 60 hours of integration; Figure 1).
The above flux density estimate when combined with
that at 34MHz (Paper II) and assuming no turn-over in the
spectrum, suggests the spectral index of the pulsar to be in
the range −2.4 to −3.0. This range is consistent with the
4 http://www.astro.umd.edu/~emilp/LFmap/
spectral index upper limit of −2.3 suggested in Paper II.
We would like to emphasize that the above spectral index
estimate will remain unaffected even if the actual pulse duty
cycle happens to be different from what we have assumed.
This is due to the fact that the profile widths are similar at
34 and 327MHz (see Figure 1), and same pulse duty cycle
(50%) has been assumed for estimating the flux densities at
both the frequencies.
The continuum emission upper limit at 330MHz pre-
sented in the previous subsection is consistent with the flux
density of the pulsar estimated above. Recently, Frail et al.
(2016) have reported a 3σ flux density upper limit of
24mJy/beam towards this pulsar at 150 MHz. Assuming
no turn-over in the spectrum, the spectral index deduced
above predicts a flux density of 3−8mJy at 150MHz, con-
sistent with the result from Frail et al. (2016).
The steep spectrum index suggests the pulsar’s flux den-
sity at 1400MHz to be 6−24µJy, consistent with the upper
limit from earlier searches (Ray et al. 2011). The flux density
is also comparable to that of the other two very faint pul-
sars mentioned in Section 1 (J0106+4855 and J1907+0602).
However, J1732−3131 is relatively nearby implying a lower
luminosity. Indeed the 1400MHz pseudo-luminosity5 of the
pulsar is only 2.2−8.9 µJy kpc2. If we use the NE2001 elec-
tron density model (Cordes & Lazio 2002) to derive distance
from DM, then the above range suggests J1732−3131 to be
the least luminous among all the pulsars for which 1400MHz
flux density estimates are known (ATNF pulsar catalog;
Manchester et al. 2005)! Even if we use the more recent
electron density model by Yao et al. (2017), only a few pul-
sars have pseudo-luminosity less than that of J1732−3131.
Hence, J1732−3131 is one of the least luminous radio pulsars
known to date !
3.5 Profile morphology and implications to
viewing geometry and emission mechanism
At this stage, we can perhaps review whether the 34MHz
detection of the pulsar was indeed benefitted by its corre-
spondingly larger emission beam at low frequency. While
strong constraints on the viewing geometry can be obtained
only from polarization data, we can seek hints from the pro-
file morphology and the radio spectrum. A grazing line of
sight would tend to miss the high frequency radio emission
beam and give rise to a steep spectrum (e.g., B0943+10 has
a spectral index of -2.9; Malofeev et al. 2000). The mean
spectral index for normal pulsars has been estimated to be
−1.4±1.0 (Bates et al. 2013). With the spectral index in the
range −2.4 to −3.0, radio spectrum of J1732−3131 is indeed
on the steeper side. However, more than 10% of the pul-
sars with characterized radio spectra have spectral indices
in the range deduced for J1732−3131 (ATNF pulsar cata-
log), suggesting that the present constraints are too loose to
be interpreted in the present context.
A grazing sight line would also imply a significant evo-
lution of pulse-width and/or number of pulse components
5 The pseudo-luminosity is defined as 1400MHz flux density
times the square of the distance, and takes in to account the
uncertainties in the flux density at 327MHz and the spectral in-
dex.
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Figure 6. Phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray profiles of
J1732−3131. The continuous blue line shows the 327MHz average
profile from 2014 observations and the dashed-dotted-dashed red
curve shows the gamma-ray profile. The horizontal extent of the
grey shade on either side of the radio profile indicates the uncer-
tainty in phase corresponding to 1σ error in DM. For clarity, both
the profiles are duplicated and plotted over a range spanning two
rotations of the pulsar.
with frequency. The similarity of J1732−3131’s pulse pro-
files at frequencies separated by a factor of nearly 10 (at
34 and 327MHz; Figure 1), suggests that there is no major
evolution of the profile in this frequency range. However, mi-
nor evolution that is hindered by very low-S/N in both the
profiles can not be excluded. Hence, the current data do not
present a strong support for a favorable viewing geometry
to be responsible for the pulsar’s original detection at low
frequency.
The radio and gamma-ray profiles of the pulsar ap-
pear to have similar morphology (see Figure 4 of Paper I).
Profile morphology and phase-alignment of the radio and
gamma-ray profiles could give important clues about the
location of the emission sites. The propagation of radio sig-
nals through the dispersive ISM introduces a delay ∆t ∝
DM × ν−2. The uncertainty in DM from the original de-
tection (15.44±0.32 pc cm−3) was not adequate enough to
probe the phase-alignment of the 34MHz profile with its
gamma-ray counterpart. However, at 327MHz an uncer-
tainty in DM as large as 0.3 pc cm−3 translates to a delay
equivalent to only about 0.06 of the pulsar’s rotation pe-
riod, allowing us to examine the phase-alignment between
the radio and the gamma-ray profiles.
The dispersive delay (∆t) as well as delays associated
with the configuration of the telescope relative to the solar
system barycenter, are accounted for by Tempo2 while pre-
dicting the pulsar’s phase at a given observing epoch. The
instrumental delay associated with the ORT was estimated
by fitting a ‘jump’ in pulse arrival times of a known fast pul-
sar obtained at ORT and GMRT using Tempo2. The delay
was confirmed by independent tests, and was taken in to ac-
count by modifying the recorded start time of the individual
observations appropriately. The gamma-ray photon arrival
times are converted to the geocenter to remove the effects
of the Fermi LAT spacecraft motion around the earth. The
corrected arrival times are then used with Tempo2 in pre-
dictive mode to compute an average profile. To probe the
phase-alignment of the radio and gamma-ray light curves,
we compute the arrival time correction from the geocenter
to the ORT as well as the associated phase-correction. We
use these corrections to convert the gamma-ray light curve
to the ORT, and compare it with the radio profile observed
at the site. We successfully tested our procedure by repro-
ducing the known phase offset of 0.44 between the radio and
gamma-ray profiles of the pulsar J0437−4715 (Abdo et al.
2013).
The phase-aligned radio and gamma-ray profiles of
J1732−3131 are plotted in Figure 6. The lag (δ) of the main
peak in the gamma-ray profile with respect to the highest
peak in the radio profile is 0.24± 0.06 in pulse-phase6. Note
that the the uncertainty of 0.06 is entirely due to that in
DM, and any contribution from the statistical uncertainty
on the position of the peaks is much smaller.
For majority of young gamma-ray pulsars, the phase
difference between the leading and trailing peaks in gamma-
ray profile (∆) has been found to be anti-correlated with
δ. This relationship between ∆ and δ was initially shown
by Romani & Yadigaroglu (1995) to be a general property
of the outer-magnetosphere models with caustic pulses. Ma-
jority of the young and middle-aged gamma-ray pulsars de-
tected by Fermi LAT have confirmed to the ∆− δ relation-
ship (Abdo et al. 2013). More recently, Pierbattista et al.
(2016) have constrained several γ-ray geometrical models by
comparing simulated and observed light curve morphologi-
cal characteristics, including the correlation of δ with other
observable quantities. Assuming a vacuum-retarded dipole
magnetic field, they show that the Outer Gap (OG) model
(Cheng et al. 2000) and the One Pole Caustic (OPC) model
(an alternative formulation of the OG; Romani & Watters
2010) best explain the trends between various observed and
deduced parameters. Our deduced value of δ = 0.24 ± 0.06
suggests that J1732−3131 also follows the common trends
(like correlation of δ with rotation period and ∆) exhib-
ited by a large fraction of radio-loud gamma-ray pulsars
(∆ = 0.42, and see, for example, Figures 12 and 13 in
Pierbattista et al. 2016). Hence, following the conclusions of
Pierbattista et al. (2016), the observed radio and gamma-
ray light curves of J1732−3131 are also best explained by
the OG and OPC models.
4 SUMMARY
In the previous sections, we have presented details of our
extensive observations, and deep search for periodic sig-
nal from the gamma-ray pulsar J1732−3131 at 327MHz
using the Ooty radio telescope. Despite the high back-
ground sky temperature, our deep integration allowed us
to probe very faint periodic signal from the pulsar. Using
nearly 60 hours of observations conducted in March 2014,
we have presented detection of periodic signal at a DM of
15.5 pc cm−3 from the pulsar at a confidence level of 99.82%.
We estimate the 327MHz flux density of the pulsar to be
6 Difference between centroids of the two profiles also gives the
lag to be consistent with 0.24 ± 0.06. The small radio peak at
pulse-phase of about 0.65 in Figure 6, which is also noticeably
present in the 34MHz profiles (see Paper I; Paper II), could be
aligned with the main peak in the gamma-ray profile. However,
the S/N of this peak in all the radio detections so far is too low
to claim its possible alignment.
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0.5−0.8mJy, and the spectral index in the range from −2.4
to −3.0. The 1400MHz pseudo-luminosity of the pulsar is
only 2.2−8.9µJy kpc2, and suggests the pulsar to be one of
the least luminous pulsars known to date! We also phase-
aligned the radio and gamma-ray profiles, and measured
the phase-offset between the main peaks in the two profiles
to be 0.24 ± 0.06. This non-zero phase-lag favors the mod-
els wherein the gamma-ray emission originates in the outer
magnetosphere of the pulsar.
J1732−3131 was detected during a rare enhancement
in its flux density, most likely due to scintillation (Paper I).
Subsequent detections of the pulsar using deep follow-up ob-
servations (Paper II, and this work) have been possible only
since its DM was known from the first detection (Paper I).
So, it is possible that some of the radio-quiet gamma-ray pul-
sars might actually be very faint radio sources, and hence
not detected in the radio searches using current generation
telescopes. The high sensitivity of upcoming radio telescopes
like square kilometre array (SKA) and the five hundred me-
ter aperture spherical telescope (FAST) will enable radio
detection, and facilitate better studies of such pulsars.
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